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ANGULAR ANISOTROPX AND STRUCTURE OF TRE FISSION ELRRIER

by
K. D. Androsenko, S. B. Ermsgsmbetov,A. V. Ignatiuk, N. S. Rabotnov,
A. S. Soldatov, L. N. Usachev, D. L. Shp*,
G. N. +%.i.renkin,
s. P. Kepltsa, Iu. M. Tsipeniukj end I. Kovach

ABSTRACT
Measurement of the angular distribution of fragments fro fission
237’NP,238Pu, &oh
b neutrons f the target nuclei of 232Th 2 h
2@Pu, end 2ElAm and by photons of 23~,’23 4 ‘238W, 240fi, ~d 24’&
are reported. Investigationsof the (n,f) rea{tion were carried out on
the electrostaticgenerators of the Institute of Physics and Energetlcs,
end investigationsof photofission, on a microtron of the Institute of
Physical.Problems of the Acede~ of Sciences of the USSR, at 12 MeV.
Most attention was paid to study of the near-thresholdregion of excitation energies. The data obtained aO not fit the traditional description
of fission probability,but are satisfactorilyexplained by the tw~-hurnp
barrier concept. Questions about the quasi-stationarynuclear states in
the second well, the structure of the barriers, the even-odd differences
of fission probability, and the energy gap of a nucleus with large deformations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The a~guler anisotropy of the distribution of

to the fruitfulness of the concept of the fission-

fission fragments results from the primary orien-

chennel mdel.

tation of the angular momentum,?, of the nucleus

lei, an application in whfch the model using a

Study of even-even fissioning nuc-

relative to the beam of bouibsrdingparticles and

fission-channelspectrum snakgous to the spectra

the nonuni.formdistribution of the projections of

of excited equilibrium states leads to concrete re-

the momentum K on the exis of symnetry (direction

sults, is nmst important. The expected quantum

of splitting). The observed spectrum, f(K), de-

structure of the barrier has been observed during

pends on the energy of excitation into the trst?s-

stuly of photoflssion3 and reactions of the (d,pf)

ition state W

= E - Ef and the method of excita-

tion determining a practicable set of angular nmmenta. The region of low W,

where the nucleus is

cold and a few transition quantum states--fission
12
channels--participatein fission > is of special

type?>’
However, mxe

detailed experiments and a de-

tailed quantitative analysis of the energy depend6-10
ence of the angular anisotropy
showed the in-

interest. The appearance of a complex structure in

completenessof the trsdi.tional
description of nu1,2
clear fission near the threshold.
Explanation of

the enerw dependence of the angular distributions

a nuniberof properties end phenomena that do not fit

of the fragments, W(e), near the threshold in the

the generally accepted N. Bohr-Wheeler-A.Bohr con-

cross sectf-onjaf~ is associated with discrete
states in the spectrum of the lowest fission chsn-

cept, smog them angular enisotr~py,bec~e

with reconsiderationof the concepts of the shape ~f

nels.

the fission barrier. In 1967 StrutfnskLiU calcu-

Studies of near-thresholdfission of nuclei
disclosed a ntmiberof qualitative effects attesting

possible

lated the potential energy of deformation of the nucleus, taking Lnto account shell.effects. His

1

calculations show the significantdivergence of the

lem.

shape of the flsslon barrier from the parabola uo-

chennels ?

Identificationof the predominant fission

tlvated by the liquid-drop mcdel. According b

of the penetrabilityof the barriers PC

Strutinskii, the reel fission ba-rrierin th’eusual

accomplished,as usual, by empirical choice of those

unidimensionalrepresentationis a curve with two

quantum characteristicstha’twould ecaure agreement

EleXima. The physical concepts of the new represen-

of the calculation

end reduction of the energy dependence
(En) were

(1)

tations of the barrier shape and the quaaf-station12,13 ~e
axY states in the well between the maxima
the basis of the so-ceXLed two-hump fission bnrrier
ucdel.
This paper investigatesquestions about the
e..gularanisotropy end structure of the fission
barrier. Some recent measurementswith nmnoenergetlc neutrons in electrostaticgenerators at the
Institute of Physics end Faergetics end with photons from bremestrahlung in the microtron of the
Institute of Physical.problems of the AcadeW of
Sciences of the USSR are f.ncluded.t.bstof the
data were obtained by track technology. A detailed description of the ~eriments

and their re-

sults will be given in enother report. This rep~rt aims b

with ~eriment.

fission and to discuss the possibility of refining

widths relative to the
Y,
TJJ (En-Em) . k is the
e

neutron width r n -

x
e;J;m
waya).engthof the neutron, T~ are the optical-Co17 ad
efficients of penetrability of the neutrons,
n = (-1)~. The index m shows the levels of the
target nucleus, ~

y~k te.keainto accout the de-

petience of the penetrablli~ of the fission barrier on the total angular rmmentum,’, in accordance
with the usual.assumption that the difference in
for dtiferent T reduces to a subtractionof the
‘krl
~2
enerm of rotation Ei%ot= —
~F
cT(T+4) -K(K+4)j
from the energy concentrat& in the fission degrees of freedom (we assumed thatk2/2F=4

keV).

The classical channel analysis scheme2 con-

demonstrate the imsdequacyof the

traditianeldescription of angular anisotropy of

In Eq. (1) we neglected the

fission r f end radiation r

sists in finding the height of the barrier ~
theperameterof

.d

curvature hwti, related to PW(EZI)

by the well-known HSU-Wheeler relation for a pera-

it using the two-hump barrier xmdel.

bollc barrier,
I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONSJY.XJENCES

A.

Fission of
me

cross

232
Th (n,f) near the Threshold

results of uasurements of the fission

14

section, uf~

end angular distributionsof

the fragments, W(9), are given in Figs. 1 L@
The curves in Fig. 2, W(9) =

‘here‘2n

~

a2nP%

2.

(me),

(a9) ere Legendre polynomiels,areca-lcu-

lated by the least-squares=thod.

.
vhere Bn is the binding energy of the neutron.

Data on the en-

Such calculationshave been carried ou~
16 ~d
234U (njf)j but
(n)f)

the reactions 23%

they do not describe the shape of Uf(En) in detail

gular anisotropyW(OO)/W(900) are shown tithe Ln-

because Eq. (2) depends monotonically on En and ig-

sert to Fig. 1, where thq

nores the resonance phenomena noted in Refs. 6 end

are compar~ tith the re8,15J16 me -a
di8sults of other measurements.
15)16 wee
tributlons meaw.u’edby different authors

posed nethcd,6 in which no limitations are imposed

less well then do the data on the angular enlaotropy.

on the energy dependence of Pfi(En).

Obtainhg detailed informationon LJfand
duf(9) - w(e) for a channel aneJysis was a probr

2

~.

Our analysis was made usLng VorotnLkovfspro-

Note the nmre important results of the analysis.
1.

For all En, we could obtain agreement of

the calculation of W(9) with experiment within the

.
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232m ~8 ~ ~=t~onof

Fission cross section of
neutron enerw ~:
● -Ref. 14, 0 . data from the Table of neutron
cross sections
Insert: ~@.o
● - this paper,
isotropy.
~-Ref. 8,
@, ()-Ref. 15.

limit of experimentalerror using O*

two or three

conibl.nations
of the dominating states Km.

The main

Kn . ++ md

+-, and in each case in separate re-

gions of En show the pos8ible pairs Of Pm

that a-

qualitativefeature of the observed Kn spectrum 1s

gree about equally with experiment, (broken and

the abrupt change, in the narrow enerw

solid lines). The indefinitenessof the parameter

En_O.l

interval

to 0.2 MeV, of the role of the individual

k2/2Fcan also cause errors. However, the identi-

states (introductionand disappearance),which at-

fication of Kn (but not the absolute value of P&)

tests to an irregular “resonance”behavior of

is Ln8ensitive to lack of detailed informationabout

Pti(En), 111disagreementwith Wheeler.2

the levels of the target nucleus above 1.2 MeV.

2.

Anibigul@ characterize the identification

3.

The fact that the umin result of the analys-

of even the dominant fis6ion channels. Determin-

is--the presence of resonances of Pti(En) with a

ation of the parity of the K = $ states, which

width of M 0.1 MeV--is not affected by the indef-

make a significantcontributionat all energies

inite identificationof quantum characteristicsof

studied, was not successful; it is difficult to

the channels is fortunate. The irregularitiesof

di8tlnguish the states $

Uf(En) near 1.1 and I_.6MeV are related to the res-

= 3/2+ FUXI5/2- and 5/2+

and 7/2-, respectively. Therefore, in Fig. 3 we
show variations of the analytical.results for

onances P
and P
respectively; the trsdltlon3/2rl’
h
al explanatfonby the competition of the neutron

.

.

Fig. 2. Angular distributionsof fragments of

2
width is unsuitable in these cases. The value of

232m fi~~ion
by neutxmna*

old region ~iaallmfted by isotopic impurities.
A g~aeral proper~ of the nuclei investigated

P (0) obtained by exponential.
extrapolationto
h
En = O diverges atxvngly from the penetrability

is the aJnrmt total.lack of charnel effects in the

calculatedby the cross section of the f18alon of

a~gukr distribution of fragments. The angular dls-

232Th by thermal neutrons.19

The latter exceech the

tributions for isOtOPes of neptunfm, Plutonium, a

extrapolatedvelue14 bynxme then a factor of one

americium for aLl energies, incluling subthreshold,

thousand. This fact 8hows that the irregular change

are well.described by the simple expression

in the penetrabilityof the barrier 1s preserved in
the deep stibberrierexcitationregion. A clearer
picture of the resonance effects on P(E) 1s givenby
20
Ookhberg et al.
23%
237
238fi 24%
2%
Fiasf.onof
B.
,
9
241Amby Neutrons
alla

20 .

w(e)

=l+Ac.w
W(’gd-J

(3)

The conformity of the enlsotropic pert of W(9)
ta the quadratic dependence on cos Elfor sufficient

Measurement of the angular distribution.e
of
238U 240h, ~
24~was
,

the fiasf.onfragments of

excitations is usuEJ3Y thou@t to indicate a sta27
tistical.distribution ofK,

mainly in the near-thresholdregion of neutron energies; for 237Np, 238Pu, end “k,

it wae at the
f(K).

w

-

threshold of the (n,mf) reaction. The coefficknt
of angular sriisotropy
A = W(O”)/W(90”) - 1 for five
For a description of W(e), h
target nuclei io shown inFlg. 4.
th=, 238PU (*

(=95%),the
4

I?

() o
~

thin case the re-

For three of

85$),240~(i 937),end’%

measurement accuracy in the subthresh-

.
.

lation of the statistical theoIY,

(4)

If!
f

1

r
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Fig. 3.
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%n Mev
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1,
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1“8

Dependence of penetrability of fission barrier for 232Th (njf) on neutron energy, ~, for df.fferent quantum states of nucleus I@, with the assumption that the parity of the channels K= 1/2 1s:
a) positive, b) negative (ace text).

PsM&g
w(e)- sin-se

/

fromEq. (3).
Let us satisfy ourselves from the example of
236
Pu (n)f) that the experimental angular dfstri.

X*e-x Io(x)dx

o

butions of the fragments cannot be explai.ntiby tilisti.nga small number of Kn states. ‘l’his
reaction
is also interesting h

9

sin-se

●

$@.&),

that a channel analysis carried out for it by Vorotnikov et al.24 leads b a
(5)

<T2>

16 widely used for small P = —

contradictoryconclusion. According to Vorotnfkov
neutrons has ~
et al., the fission Of 238-W
threshold at En~0.8

to 1.0 MeV and proceeds to

,ioeo,a~-

1.5 MeV primarily through two types of fl states,

%
aniaotropy,uhich converte to Eq. (3). For the uu-

~- end 3/2-. InFis. 5 our experimental distri-

clei considered,A<

butions are compared with a calculation tie

0.2.

Nonetheless, the conformi~ of the experimen-

scheme used above in the analysis of the

by the

232m

tal data on W(13)to Eq. (3) in the (n,f) reaction

(n)f) reaction. Other simple combinations of fl

cannot,uithoutadditional eneJYsls, be consideredan

show still greater divergence from experl.nnmt.

edequate indication of the distribution of Eq. (4).

A clear demmstration of the participation of

waves with L S 1 dominate the cross section of the

w
states M the fission of heavy nuclei near the
threshold was obtained in a st~
of the 238U (n,f)
9
reaction. The coefficient of angular anlsotro~

formation of a conpound nucleus. Only the contrib-

agrees with Lanpherets data8 end reaches 0.6.

ution of higher angular mxnenta leads to deviations

this case Eq. (3) is not satisfactory, and to check

Ia fact, Eq. (3) la fulfl.lledwith any apectrumof
the channels for low energle8, En~

0.5 MeV, when

M

5

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

A.

o

.

all”’

a -

*

Q/ -

-4
11
+

tp

Q2
+
Q{

o

Q5{OL520

--

a funcCoefficient of angular anisotropy of fiss&&J
tlon of neutron energy for tar
■ -Ref. 22) ‘E1&16iRef. 23),
~3~
~&”..2;tf. 24/ 2%
(m - Ref. 26, 0- Ref. 25,
~- Ref. 8), and 2 &u (~- Ref. 26). Forell nuclei,
● - data of this paper.
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with a smell increase of nucleons In the region

I

where the properties of equilibrium nuclei

change

little is surprising. The A. l?dr mdell

imposes

no limitations of A end Z on the realisatlon of

,

channel effects for nuclei with the same pari~

of

nuniherof nucleons.

.

Also interesting is the ncxumnotonlc energy dependence of the angular enisotnry for significant
excltationa,where the correct statisticaldescription ia certain. The energy-dependentg

(E-s),

detarmind fro~the data on the angular eni.aotropy
238
in Fig. 4, for compound nuclei, odd-cdd
Np end
~d 239
Pu, are conpared h Fig. 7with the exnlogous
deDendence for the even-even nucleus 240Pu. fiasLon45
2~9h
fng Ln the reactions 239Pu (d,pf) t end
(n,f)028$=

The =citation energy in the first two

cases was calculated as the difference E
where E~

- E@
is the neutron enerw at whichnthe thresh-

old in the fission cross section is observed.
The presence of a staggered stmcture in the
path of ~(E*)

for 240Pu has been interpreted in
Ref. 4 and a number of subsequentpapers529
~
as the
Fig. 6.

Oo~~

son of experimentaldata on W(9)
4 with Eq. (5) of the statistical
theory of enguler distributions of the
fission fragments (see text). Insert:
energy dependence of the cross 8ectLon of
of fhsion af(Ek) for 23& W neutrons.
Designations: 0-1.25
MeV,
$-~.~5w~&
- 1.65 Mev,
-0
- 0.95 Mev,
A- 1.15 Me~, n- 1.85 Mev,
v-2.2
Mev.

consequenceof a pairing energy gap 2 +

in the

spectrum of internal excitations. Using the estimate of the jump ~,

6~=2

<h2p>

.5!J+Q

.20,

(7)

associated with the rupture of a pair of nucleons,
Brftt et al.4 obtained + z 1.3 MeV for the transthe hypothesis of Eq. (k),

one must use Eq. (5).

ition state, aceedhgby

almat a factor of two

The nmst interestingpert of the experimentaldata

the equilibrium ve.lue%=O.7MeV.

1s S~iZed

<~p>, eqti tog
for one unpelred particle, was
estimated as the average over all the sf.ngle-parti-

l.nFig. 6, using

InEq.

(7)

cle levels of the last unfilled shell with a total
quantum number N . T to 8.
dependence ~(E*)

up to 30 MeV led Griffin

which, according to Britt et &l.,s depends on the

*

.

stile P~~ter
X = PSin2e. The right-hand psA
Eq. (6), as is shown in Fig. 6, for P <l depends

Or

Analysie of the enerw

inaw;~regLonof

excitation

to conclude that the

critical enerw, ~crit, of the phase transition
fron a superconductingstate to aFermi-gcm state Is

linearly on X vith good agreement. Thus, fission of

about 19 MeV, which also correspondsto the anomal-

238U (njf) 0.5 to 0.7 MeV below the threshold occurs

ously high value Afz

as If a significantnunber of channels took pert h

1.2 MeV.

Subsequently, the interpretationof the stag.
gered shape of thedependence~(IY)

it.
The sharp change in character end ener~ dependence of the angular distribution of fr~nts

forlowexci-

tations end the reliability of the determination of
3°#31 A re4> ‘crit’ and < $ P > became suspect.

7
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drawing: 0- Ref. 5, c- Ref. 38,
.
.

28
view of Griffints analysis led Smirenkln et sl.3’

mergy

to the considerablylover values, p=rit = 9.5 ?

csl nature of even-odd dlfferencea for fission bsr-

3 MeV and Af = O.R * 0.15 MeV, close to the equili.
brium value. ~
as follows from Fig. ~, for

riers.

I!Y$+O

(238NP

“

and

23$2

Pu) converges to < ~ >X 5,

gap value necessitates reevaluating the phyai-

In many papers, particularly those devoted

to systematizationof experimentaldate on the pe.
riods of spontsneoue fission and the height of the

not s 10, as predicted by Eq. (7) (see alxm Ref.

barriers, the dlffe.rencesin even and odd nuclei

29). FIUITI
Fig. 7 we see that a factor of 2 decrease

are related to the difference in the energy eurfaces

~

in the transition and equilibrium states; i.e.,

< Sp > with the significant spread of different

data on ~

for 2’%u

leads to a large uncertainty in
Finally, a staggered structure

4 -~.

Exenples of such systematizationa32are

given in Fig. 8.

There the values of Ef were deter-

:~$%:
:$8:”.. 239Pu, each havf.nga spectrum Of transition atatea without an energy gap, ne-

sI@@s

gatea the possibili~20f determining +

(d,pf) and (y,f) reactions5$10 (see Table I), and

value of the @np

from the

Mo, Eq. (7).

ReJectlon of the hypotheai6 of en anemeloue en-

8

.

mined for even-even fissioning nuclei from a channel
of tie angular anisotropy of the flaaion in

for odd and odd-odd nuclei, from the threshold ob.
served in the cress aectlonn of fission by neutronm.

.

with deformation of the nucleus, but remains op~
f.fone assures that A@Z&.

c.

Photofission of ~he ~en-Even Nuclei

23tiu238fi 2&Oh

.

*

~d2~

232m

9.

.

,

Measurements were cerricxlout on the internal
tungsten target of a high-cucrent microtron l.nthe

.

range of limiting energiee of the bremsstrehlung
spectrum of y-quanta of Em

= 5 ti 8 Me’/. With

excitationby photons of these energies, even-em
nuclei are formed only in the Tn = 1- and 2+
states, as a result of dipole and quadruple absorption, respectively. The total angular dletrlbution of the fragments, therefore, usually has the
form

a

5,s}

{

W(e)=a+ psin2e+csin22e.

(8)

J

1

z;6

232

2L0

244

A

If, according to A. Bohrts bypothesls,l the
fission thresholds for the Tm, K states satisfy
the relations Ef(l-,l)>Ef(l-,O) >Ef(2+,0), then

a) Thresholds of excited fission of eveneven (o), odd (Cl), and odd-cdd (A) nuclei.
b) Ratio of average neutron end fission
widths rn/rfyes:w~i~~~n~~
~h~ ~~=ence llf-Bn.
as for a).

Fis. 8.

which increase with decreasing excitation energy.

dence Of rn/rf on (Ef - Bn) canbe estl.mted statis-

‘lhlscorresponds to obae~ation (Fig. 9).

tic-

Accordlns to Fl& 8b lt iS

as Af + ~.

Both this value and the splittlng of Ef

energies, both ratios are small, becau~e

the subbarrier region b/a reaches 100

nificant difference Af - ~,

(232~, E-.

of 0.5 to 0.7 MeV on

of even+dd differences In Ef 1s contradictory,be-

For high

P(l-,o) - P(l-,l)<<P(l-,l) end u~+/a~ <<1, but in

shown in Fig. 8a comespond to assumption of a sig-

the average. However, this tide-spread e@enation

5

5.k MeV), end c/b~3

(240Pu, E==

Mev).
Sowever, a qualitative explanation la diffl-

cause, using the hypothesis of a significantdLffer-

cul.t. The ratio of penetrabilitles of two berriera

ence in Af and ~,

of different height end peak curvature usuaJJY de-

A, - ~

one would have to observe a

splitting in the data of Figs. 8a end 8b for

odd and odd-odd nuclei, end this split doen not oc,

ratios

The distance between the two branches of the depen-

- 2 Mev.

,

qualltatively the energy dependence of the angular
distributions of the fragments must reduce to the

cur (see Ref. 32).
Thus, the question of the nature of wan-odd
differences in the fission barrier cennotbe solved
by the~thesls

of increase in the energy gap

pends rnnotonically on the ener~

end has amexi-

nnunat the energy coinciding with the peak of the
lower barrier. The total photo~ission cross section
near the threshold, afzu

;-%
the neutron binding energy vhere

) b“”

TARLEI

PAMMETEM OF THE FISSIONBARRIER FROM RA’lXON THE (y,t) REACTION

+.;80
(Me’?)

NUClfiUB

232m

MB

(Mev)

5.7

6.0

6.0

<5.0

5.4

5.8

238m

<5.2

5.4

6.1

240m

<5.0

5.1

6.0

2%

<5.0

5.2

6.1

2%

* The values of the characteristicgiven should be considered
eatimateawith an accuracy of - 0.2 N&f.

7

.

(MeV)

.

O*)

0.4

0.7

J
0.9

0.9

—

...
—

J

I

5678

1

I

–fo
MeV
.

Fig. 9,
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Ratios of coefficientsb/a and c/b aa a func ion of E IIUX
(g-~fo~2?&;
V-for2~8U;
~-for23Pu;i
‘%% ; ● -for22Pu).

*rY<<l,

sidared as a function of Em,

this fact 111not so

must be equalized with the phc.to‘Cur
fission croa8 8ection ay end emerge Into a plateau

obvious, but we noted it eerli= es d~fi~t

for P(l-,l)<< P(l-,O)XPC <<l, i.e., for the energy

explain by traditional representations,end offered

of the observed threshold Tf, which is somewhat

two hypotheses,3*% in accordance with whlti tie

lower than Ef(l-,0).33 ~ls

is shown schematic-

lnFig. lea.

perimental results in the formof
the fregmentyieldaYi(XYi
the different co~nenta

threshold observed in the angular ahlaotropy
~--

At the top of Fig. II ve show the direct ex-

.Y)

a dependence of
correspondingto

f.nthe angular

dlatrilm-

conversion to mnochromtlc

Y-quanta (Fig. Il.,

th=Tf.

However di_ffer-

showed that thfa threshold 1S

less than Tf, end thed~erence

exce~s the l~ts

of say Uncertainties.
II.

~T13)lV
The important results of the interpretationof

the experimental data are as follow.
A
~

the energy dependence of the psrtlel components of
the photofission cross sections Ufi(Zbfi =af) by

Tf, andnotgreater

entiation of Yi(EM)

tion, Eq. (8), on the limltfng energy of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. Using this curve, we determined

~

h

the energy dependence of the penetra-

bility of the barrier, deviations f~m

~

~nen-

tiel nmnotonic path are seen in the fonzof reso-

middle). The corresponding energy dependence of

nances. The locattona of the resonances Ph

b/a, c/b, end af are given at the bottom of Fig. IL

responding to varloua quantum characteristic K“ do

The following fact is persdaical considering

wr-

not coincide.
~

the siqle concepts just stated: the energy at

With increased nucleona in a narrow region

which enisotxmpy, the ratio b/a, 1s greatest for

of messes of fissioning nuclei, the chennel effe’ta

plutinlum isotopes 1s alznst 1 MeV below the ob-

near the threshold obseNed

whereas according to the gen‘ervd ‘beshO1d ‘f’
erally accepted description this point must be

disappear, blending fnta the subthreshol.d
~~sY

in the cross section

region.
~

higher then Tf (Fig. 10a). Quantitatively, the

A number of arguments arise against the

divergence is very sharp: where b/a is greatest,

hypothesis of a significantdifference W

the photofission cross section must approximately

ergy gap la the transition end equilibrium states.

the en-

coincide with its values at the plateau end
albut, in fact, it is a hundred times less. Wheo
Y’
data only on the yields YL end b/a and c/b are wn-

%wever, rejection of this hypothesis does not h~p
explain even-odd differences in the fission barriers.
The scope of phenomena that do not fit the
traditional fission picture 1S signfffcently~d~,
end exceeds the framework of problems associated
with the angular snisotropy of dispersion of fragments (spontaneouslyfisslonbg isomers, grouping
of resonances of the cross section of fission by
slow neutrons). The two-humpbarrier model la very
Accordhgto
fruitful for explain~g them.‘~13
12
Strutl.nakiland B.jornholm, the transition state
in the second well (between maxima A end B) is aimIlsr to the USUSJ.compound state of a nucleus of eequilibriumshape. If there is large probabiliw of

,

dissipation of the energy of the collective nmvement into nucleon degrees of freedom, the nucleus)
—E

*

before splitting, wi-11.
ttice undergo trmsitlon of
the internal energy tits deformation energy. b

Fig. 10.

Dependence of anlaotropy end photofi.aaioncross sectLon for single (a) and double-husqd (b)?)arriffs
depicted schematlc~.

this sense, the fission reaction cenbe
a two-step pmceas.

consld-ed

This qualitativelynew proper-

ty is also a source of the effects considered.
l-l

E
Inax’“V
P.,,
,/
:,”’JH
$,,(

i

.

{

(’
J

I

Fig. Il.

Energy dependence of yield Y(E-),
fission cross section u (~), and their angular components Yi(Em)
and
ufi(~ 5 in the (y,f) reaction.
Em
- llm.ltingener~ of bremastrahlung spectrum,
~ - energy of mnochromatfc photons.
Above:
below: ‘(%)
ratios c/b
=’yi(w);
an b a endtidd’e:
In uf as‘f(~)
a function
adaf$?l$
o
in arbitrary units. Vertical errows show location of
neutron binding energy Bn.

The presence of quasi-etatlonarylwels

h

the

second well leads to a penetrabili~ of the barrier
which, unlike the nmnotonic function, Eq. (2), near
the levels is changed by the resonance shape.1.2,13
In addition to the -O.l-MeV-wide resonances of the
@pe

,f--r
i/
I

reali.zedduring the fission of 23%hby

fast

the second with the internal =citation states.
origin-,

resonances

of the first ‘@Pe Were
attributed to the states in the ftist w~, ~ ‘36 bd
stxxlyof the dissipation of the vibratory energy
inta internal degrees of fredom led to questionb
1.2,13
this possibility.
In solting this question,

neutrons, in the cross section of fissionby sl~

aPP~~tW,

neutrons a grouping of strong and weak resonances

a certati @

is observed--a structurewith en envelope resonance

F*.

width of-

with the first well, one has to enlist too Strotlg

O.Olto O.lkaVand.UO.OltO

10 keVdis-

3).

the resonances of the penetrabili~ of
combination are very ~rtent

(see

If the vibratory states erC associat~

tsnce between resonances. According to Ref. 12, the

an assuqtion of the presentation of K during the

ftist are associatedwith the vibration states and

whole evolution of the fissioning nucleus to e@.aiU

12

description. The threshold values obtained by ane.l-

thiB fact.
The locations of resonances wfth different Km
do not reveal a regular structure; the distance be-

4

ysis of the experimentalphotofission data (Fig. 10b
and 11) are given in Table I.

tween them (Fig. 3) is often significantlyless

60 ZTf

than that expected for vibration states

~

The lower estimate of

- E$~’O increases from thorium to plutoni-

(- h~ ~ 0.5 to 1 MeV). This seems to show that it

in conforntt ~withth epredictionsof Strutin12
We asaume that the locations
Skii and BjOrOhOlm.

is logical to attribute Pw

of the maxima of b/a are not related to the quasi-

resonances for different

K“ conibinations
to vibration states indifferent

stationary states (Tn K) . (1-,()),became Ub runs

wells. In other words, it indicates a splitting of

smothly near the ~“’b
~

the curves of the potential energy of deformation

ponentially with decreased photon energy. Because

threshold, decreasing ex-

as a function of the quantum characteriatica,in

c/b usually increases

COtiOrllli~
with A. BOh.rlStid.. 1

energy, the upper Mmiting values in the table are
g~ven for tbe $~”
t~esho~d.

The quasi-

stationary states in the second well caused by the

mmotonfcaMy

with decreasing

The values of b~ in Table I agree with the es-

resonance change in Ph(E) contribute aignificantl.y
to development of channel effects in the fission of

timtes obtained frcvzan analysis of the grouping of

nuclei.
The disappearanceof channel.effects in the

resonances of the cross section for fission of
2komw
slowneutmns.35Note that the
237NP ~

SIIiSOtIYWY of fission near the cross-sectioa

displacement of the channel effects in the angular

SW@=

threshold when the nucleons in the fissioning nuclei

increase,

is

associatedwith the structural.

change in the twu-h~

barrier, according to Ref.

12, with the decreased msximum B and deepening of

enlsotropy into the energy region which is subbar.
rier with respect to the fission cross section apparently is also observed in investigationsof reactions of the (d,pf) type. Experimental data4$5

the wel-1.betweenthe maxima. Let us assume, folJ..ow- show that the maximum angular enisotropy for which
ingRef. X2, that the well in the barrier is deep

the states K = O are responsible is in the E <Bn

enough end that the nucleus in it lives long enough

region, whera the fissionabilityof the nuclei

relative to the characteristicperiod of K migration

~s~<c1.

to “forget” the quantum states it occupied during

~.,5r~n our opinion, relied too much on the assump-

passage of the first barrier A.

tion that the radiation width ry is approximately en

Subsequent develop-

TO

ment of the fission process is determind by the

order of _itude

spectrum of states in barrier B.

for E xBn

In the Ea

2Eti

case, the traditional SitLUI-

explain this paradox, Britt et

greater then the values observcxi

in (n,y) reactions.

Using a two-huq fission barrier mdel,

one can

tion exists: diversity of W(6) shapes and signifi-

also grasp the nature of the even-odd differences in

cant change of the angular anisotropy near the ob-

Ef presented in Fig. 8.

served fissLon threshold. In the oplosite case,

fis6ion barriers determined from the energy depen-

Efl<Efi, a new situation can arise because the

dence of the angular anisotropy (even-even nuclei)

threshold observed in the cross section is deter-

and the fission cross section (odd and odd-odd nu-

Because the heights of the

mined by the height of the larger of the barriers,

clei) belong to barriers B and A, respectively, one

‘fA~ and the realized fission-channelspectrum is
determined’hythe excitation enerig at the critical

must consider the difference b~

Pointj B.

shown in Fig. 8a also corresponds to this value, de-

For a sufficient differmce,

= EfA - E~>O,

the channel effects in the augu-

wen-odd differences of Ef.

in analysis of

The splitting of Ef

c.reas~, as in Table I, to the side of lighter

%B
lar distributionsof the fragments will appear in

fissioning nuclei. The distance between the

the essentially subbarrier energy region. Thus,

branches of the set (n/rf = f(Ef - Bn) for heavy

near the threshold the fission-channeldensity can

nuclei (rn/rf < 1) includes 6n =

alreedybe si~ificant, so that there will be a

2MeV

nearly statisticalK distribution.

For light nuclei (rn/rf>>l),

Our experimentaldeterminationof the changes
in W(9) and A(E) agrees satisfactorilywith this

- (Af +AO)r=O:6MeV

for Af==Aoz0.TMeV.
as

shown in Fig. 8b,

this distance decreases to Af +AOZS1.k
greeing

MeV, a-

with 6.%0.
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